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Deep Neural Networks have recently surpassed other image restoration methods which 
rely on hand-crafted priors.However, they usually require large databases and need to be 
retrained for each new acquisition modality or perturbation. 
Our contributions :

 

Dead leaves Image Generation

Image generation algorithm :
Parameters : a natural color image,r_min, 
r_max, alpha, s
Output : an image X

While the image plane is not covered :
● draw a random position (x,y) for the center 

of the next disk, draw a random color c 
from the natural image histogram, draw a 
radius  r from the power law :

● superimpose the associated color disk on 
the existing image X

Downscale X with a factor s 

Example of the formation of a dead leave image

Role of the disk size parameters
● large r_min or small alpha : homogeneous zones, regular  edges
● small r_min or large alpha : micro-textures and fine details

Fixed alpha = 3, r_max = 2000

r_min = 20 r_min = 1

Fixed r_min = 1, r_max = 2000

alpha = 2 alpha = 3

Importance of the color space
● sampling colors from a natural image : more 

natural looking images, and better performances
● sampling the RGB cube uniformly : to artificial 

colors

DL image with 
natural colors

DL image with 
random colors

Justification of the downscaling step

● without downscaling : artificially sharp edges, 
no sub-pixel sized objects

(150,150) crop on a downscaled 
dead leaves image

(150,150) crop on a dead leave 
image with no downscaling

Experiments
Experimental set-up:
● Architecture : FFDNet[3] for the denoising task and RDN[4] for the super-resolution, both 

state-of-the-art in their respective tasks
● Same training procedure
● Different training sets :

○ Synthetic sets : gaussian noise, gaussian random fields[5], single radius dead leaves, 
dead leaves dataset with : (⅓ r_min = 16,⅔ r_min = 1, alpha = 3)

○ Natural image sets : Waterloo database or  ⅓ dead leaves ⅔ Waterloo
● Test on three datasets : 2 natural image sets (CBSD68,Kodak24) and a synthetic dead 

leaves test set

Table 1 : Numerical results of our different trainings of FFDNet on 3 test sets. 
Best results in blue, second in red.3 metrics evaluated (PSNR/SSIM/Pieapp [6])  

Visual comparison of the different denoising results

Super-resolution results

High resolution 
Image

Bicubic SR x3 RDN - DL x3 RDN Nat x3

Table 2: Numerical results of our different trainings 
of RDN on 2 test sets. Best results in blue. 

Ablation study
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Denoising results
● The best synthetic image model 

is our dead leaves model both 
visually and numerically(0.6dB 
PSNR gap with SOTA).

● Training with a mix of dead 
leaves and natural images leads 
to the same performances on 
natural images but better 
performances on dead leaves 
images.

● Results behind but close to the state-of-the-art in  
PSNR

● Very close results visually, except some small artifacts 
on lines which are absent in the synthetic dataset
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To validate the choices we made for our generation’s 
algorithm, we tried other parameters for the disks size 
and removed some steps to generated many ablated 
datasets. We then trained FFDNet on those sets to 
identify which were the key components of our method.

Table 3: Numerical results of our different trainings of FFDnet 
on the ablated datasets. DL-i corresponds to r_min = i. We 
also tried random RGB colors, no down scaling, and no blur

Conclusions and perspectives
● A first attempt to train image restoration neural networks on synthetic images
● Both for denoising and super-resolution, performances close to the original models, with an image 

generation algorithm with very few parameters 
● Training on synthetic and natural data : same performances on natural images but much better 

performances on dead leaves images, opening the door to better imaging devices when tested on 
standard test patterns such as [1].

● Perspectives :
○ reduce the number of color parameters either with gaussian mixture models or by sampling the 

horseshoe color space
○  train a restoration model for a specific imaging device with dead leaves images
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● showing that we can reach near optimal performances by 
training them on a synthetic dataset made of realizations of 
a dead leaves model [1], both for image denoising and 
super-resolution. 

● showing that training a network with a mix of natural and 
synthetic images does not affect results on natural images 
while improving the results on synthetic images, which are 
classically used to evaluate the preservation of textures[2]. a dead leave target for camera 

evaluation
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